Atlantic hurricane surge response to geoengineering
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Devastating floods due to Atlantic hurricanes are relatively rare
events. However, the frequency of the most intense storms is likely
to increase with rises in sea surface temperatures. Geoengineering
by stratospheric sulfate aerosol injection cools the tropics relative
to the polar regions, including the hurricane Main Development
Region in the Atlantic, suggesting that geoengineering may
mitigate hurricanes. We examine this hypothesis using eight earth
system model simulations of climate under the Geoengineering
Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) G3 and G4 schemes that
use stratospheric aerosols to reduce the radiative forcing under the
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 scenario. Global
mean temperature increases are greatly ameliorated by geoengineering, and tropical temperature increases are at most half of those
temperature increases in the RCP4.5. However, sulfate injection
would have to double (to nearly 10 teragrams of SO2 per year)
between 2020 and 2070 to balance the RCP4.5, approximately the
equivalent of a 1991 Pinatubo eruption every 2 y, with consequent
implications for stratospheric ozone. We project changes in storm
frequencies using a temperature-dependent generalized extreme
value statistical model calibrated by historical storm surges and observed temperatures since 1923. The number of storm surge events
as big as the one caused by the 2005 Katrina hurricane are reduced by
about 50% compared with no geoengineering, but this reduction is
only marginally statistically significant. Nevertheless, when sea level
rise differences in 2070 between the RCP4.5 and geoengineering are
factored into coastal flood risk, we find that expected flood levels are
reduced by about 40 cm for 5-y events and about halved for 50-y
surges.
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hanges in the frequency and intensity of extreme events, such
as droughts, storms, floods, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes, are generally likely to have more of an impact on the
environment, human activities, and economies than changes in
mean climate. The most intense floods are associated with
tropical events, such as typhoons or hurricanes, because the
strong winds and intense low pressure associated with tropical
cyclones generate storm surges (1–3). Damage to coastal cities is
the greatest cost from increased sea level rise and flooding risk
(2, 4). Several of the largest cities in the United States are vulnerable to the Atlantic surge threat, such as those surges caused
by Hurricane Katrina (2005) or Superstorm Sandy (2012).
Atlantic hurricanes are not simply stochastic events, but are
statistically related to large-scale climate phenomena, such as the
state of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (5), North African
dust (6), and, most clearly, global and tropical Atlantic temperatures (7). Geoengineering is a method of offsetting the global
temperature rise from greenhouse gases, although inevitably
also altering other important climate parameters, such as precipitation and teleconnection patterns (8, 9). We may thus ask
the question: How successful would geoengineering be at reducing the frequency and intensity of hurricane storm surges
from Atlantic hurricanes? To date, analyzing extremes under
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geoengineering scenarios has been limited (10) due to the relatively short (typically 50 y) duration of simulations and, in the
case of intense storms or hurricanes, by the relatively low resolution of climate models.
The influence of climate change on Atlantic hurricanes has been
difficult to establish: Visual observations of storms were spatially
confined to near coastal areas until the satellite era, climate models
have generally been of too coarse a resolution to resolve hurricanes
adequately, and no ab initio model of hurricane formation exists as
of yet. A relatively new and unbiased observational index of storm
surges recorded in six high-frequency tide-gauge records extending
back to 1923 from the southeastern United States (3) (Methods)
shows that the frequency and magnitude of storm surges varied
with temperature. Warmer sea surface temperatures raise the
ocean-atmospheric thermodynamic state, increasing the maximum potential tropical cyclone frequency and intensity. However,
warming may also dry the middle troposphere and increase vertical
wind shear, reducing cyclone numbers (11), although some studies
find this latter effect to be minor (12). Genesis potential indices
(12, 13) empirically combine these factors to relate tropical cyclone
cyclogenesis to environmental forcing factors. Genesis potential
dependence on sea surface temperature changes appears similar
whether caused by either increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations or changes in insolation at the 1–2 °C range discussed here
(13), but aerosol effects that may be relevant to geoengineering
were not simulated. Geoengineering by injection of sulfate aerosols
into the lower stratosphere would result in increased absorption of
solar radiation and localized heating. Increasing concentrations of
greenhouse gases, to the contrary, leads to cooling of the tropical
tropopause and lower stratosphere. This region of the atmosphere
controls the outflow temperature of tropical cyclones, with warmer
outflow temperatures associated with a decrease in tropical cyclone
intensity (14). Despite these complicating factors, Grinsted et al. (7)
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showed that globally gridded surface temperatures, temperatures
in the tropical Atlantic Main Development Region (MDR;
85°W–20°W and 10°N–20°N), and simple global mean surface
temperature all explain Atlantic hurricane observations better
than various predictors previously suggested, such as the North
Atlantic Oscillation, Southern Oscillation, radiative forcing, and
MDR temperature anomaly relative to tropical ocean temperatures. Results from downscaling global climate model output to
generate hurricane statistics under changing climate have been
published (ref. 15 and references therein); only one method (15)
finds increases in North Atlantic tropical cyclone numbers through
the 21st century, whereas other approaches predict decreases.
Robust temperature differences between geoengineered and
greenhouse climates (9) (Results) motivate us to use a temperature-dependent generalized extreme value (GEV) model of cyclone probability density function (7) rather than counts of poorly
resolved cyclones or changes in vertical wind shear. This model
also allows both the cyclone intensity and its frequency to be
related to regional or global temperatures.
Results
We use the homogeneous surge index (3) and the nonstationary
GEV model (7), with shape (k), scale (σ), and location (μ) parameters dependent on temperature (T). The location and scale
parameters are primarily related to the size and frequency of
surges occupying the central part of the storm surge probability
distribution, and so describe medium-sized storms, whereas the
shape parameter determines the “fat-tail” of the distribution, and
so controls the frequency of the most extreme storms. Choice of T
is quite flexible; here, we use mean global (or MDR) surface
temperatures or the full set of gridded surface temperatures from
the different climate ensembles. In the case of the gridded temperature field, each spatial grid cell contributes its own GEV
model, which is weighted by its area and Bayesian likelihood relative to the GEV model using global mean temperature. Each of
the GEV parameters is related to T as follows:
k = k0 ð1 + ak TÞ
σ = es0 ð1+as TÞ 
μ = μ0 1 + aμ T .

[1]

In Eq. 1, k0, s0, and μ0 are values of the GEV parameters for an
arbitrary baseline climate where T = 0, whereas the coefficients
of T (ak, as, and aμ) describe how sensitive the distribution is to
changes in T. The analytical form for the nonstationary parameters is chosen for convenience, with positive values associated
with (i) more frequent extreme surges expressed by k, (ii) a
broader distribution reflected by σ, and (iii) an increase in the size
of peak storm surge indicated by μ. We estimate the six parameters (Methods) and map the temperature-dependent coefficients
in Fig. 1.
With the parameter values found for the GEV over the surge
index record, which starts in 1923, we can then estimate the GEV
distribution, given values of T in Eq. 1, and thereby reconstruct
and project the storm surge probability distribution over time.
The surge index is normalized using the highest surge recorded
during Hurricane Katrina in 2005 as a benchmark for extremes.
Extreme events crossing this threshold are labeled as “Katrinas”
(Methods). The GEV model used is based on historical observations and patterns between temperatures, surge frequency, and
severity. However, observed teleconnections are consistent with
the patterns seen in Fig. 1 (7). In a geoengineered world, both
greenhouse gases and stratospheric aerosol forcing occur simultaneously, whereas, this pairing only occurs during transient volcanic eruptions in the historical record.
Both of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project
(GeoMIP) scenarios we use here, G3 and G4 (Methods), lead to
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Fig. 1. GEV teleconnection patterns between gridded surface temperatures
and surge index. The MDR is marked by a rectangle. Coefficients describe
modal sensitivity (aμ) (A), spread (as) (B), and the high-impact tail (ak) (C)
of the GEV distribution as a function of local temperature (T) in Eq. 1.
Black indicates insufficient data, and gray indicates regions where the 5–
95% confidence interval spans zero (where the coefficient is not significant).
Red values indicate regions where locally increased T means greater Atlantic storm surge magnitude or variance. Blue implies the opposite relations.
Red values over the MDR suggest rising MDR temperature drives increased numbers of more intense storms, whereas blue values over the southeastern United States suggest cooling by those storms as they make landfall.

modest warming almost everywhere relative to temperatures in
the baseline climate, which we take as the rcp45 temperatures
[i.e., model-simulated temperatures when forced by the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 scenario] over the
2010–2029 interval (Fig. 2). Between 2050 and 2069, global
surface air temperatures warm by 1.3 °C in rcp45, by 0.48 °C with
G3, and by 0.79 °C with G4 relative to 2010–2029. Over the same
interval, MDR temperatures warm by 0.8 °C, 0.2 °C, and 0.4 °C
with rcp45, G3, and G4, respectively. G3 in the HadGEM2-ES
and BNU-ESM models succeeds in stabilizing both MDR and
global temperatures from 2020 to 2070. The general pattern of
temperature change under all three scenarios includes accentuated Arctic warming, less warming over the oceans than on land
outside the Arctic, and the least warming in the tropics. The main
effect of geoengineering seems to be in reducing land temperature
rises relative to rcp45, and hence in reducing the difference in
warming between land and oceans expected under rcp45 by ∼1 °C.
Most models agree on warming under both G3 and G4 in the
regions of the North Atlantic Drift and subtropical South America.
Fig. 1 shows how the temperatures in these two regions are statistically useful predictors of the GEV shape parameter, ak, which is
related to the high-intensity (hurricane) end of the storm surge
distribution. Subtropical South America has a positive association
with ak, and the North Atlantic Drift has a negative association
(although this latter feature is not statistically significant at the 95%
Moore et al.
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level). Thus, a rise in temperature in subtropical South America
would statistically suggest more intense hurricanes, but would
tend to be counteracted by rising temperatures in the mid-North
Atlantic. Arid regions (Australia, North Africa, and Northwest
China) all warm in both rcp45 and geoengineering ensembles,
but by much less with geoengineering than without, and all are
associated with increased hurricane extremes (Fig. 1). The
other regions where significant teleconnections were found,
such as the tropical Atlantic and western Pacific (Fig. 1), also
show similar patterns of warming, although magnitudes are reduced with geoengineering compared with the rcp45 ensemble
(Fig. 2). The teleconnection pattern for other two GEV distribution terms (Fig. 1) has positive factors over more of the tropical
oceans than does ak. This association suggests that the total
numbers of Atlantic cyclones and the spread of their sizes would
rise as tropical oceans warmed, even if their extremes behave
more complexly.
Applying the hurricane GEV model to G3 and G4 scenarios
produces similar results for the extreme event tail (Fig. 3), although it is clearly seen that G3 is more successful at maintaining
temperatures and Katrinas at levels similar to levels in 2010.
There is also a more obvious termination shock under G3 than
G4 due to a larger geoengineering forcing in G3 than in G4. The
G4 ensemble-gridded model exhibits a pronounced peak around
2010–2020, which is much less noticeable in the global and MDR
models. This feature is not due to any one model in particular
(Fig. S4), however, and the linear trend from 2000 to 2070 would
pass through the 16–84% confidence interval, so this feature is
not statistically significant. The G3 results fall comfortably within
the confidence interval of G4, suggesting that we may usefully
group G3 and G4, gaining some statistical confidence in the
increased size of the ensemble. The similarity of the G3 and G4
regional patterns of climate response of various regional climate
indices has been noted previously (16).
Risk analysis and coastal defense planning must combine
surge levels with expected rises in mean sea level (2, 17). In Fig.
4, we illustrate how this combination may have an impact on two
locations (Atlantic City and Pensacola) using historical storm
surges and temperatures. Separating the tide gauge data into
globally cold and warm years reveals that warm years have been
associated with a dramatic increase in the frequency of extreme
storm surges (Fig. 4). Global temperature differences between the
warm and cold years in the historical record are rather similar to
average differences projected between rcp45 and G4. The spatial
Moore et al.

variability of future warming will be different from the past (Fig. 2),
but for a first approximation, we may assume a similar storm sensitivity; that is, the spatial GEV coefficients (Fig. 1) will remain
stationary. In other words, we could conservatively accept the
null hypothesis that there is no difference between extremes
under geoengineering or greenhouse gas forcing (compare Fig.
3). Then, surge levels at 2070 are found by adding the sea level
rise expected under the RCP4.5 (17), or under G4, which is
about 50% lower than RCP4.5 levels (4). The difference in surge
threat between the RCP4.5 and G4 varies considerably between
Atlantic City and Pensacola, especially at the more uncertain
high-flood-risk tail of the distribution. At both locations, 5-y
events are associated with ∼40-cm higher surges under the
RCP4.5 than with G4. A 50-y flood in Atlantic City is almost
halved in magnitude by geoengineering, whereas the difference is
very uncertain and not significant in Pensacola. Analysis of eight
other long-term tide-gauge records (Fig. S5) shows that the surge
distributions are usually well separated, as for Atlantic City,
with overlapping confidence intervals only for rare events at
a few locations.
Discussion
Because hurricane numbers depend strongly on warming temperatures, especially in tropical regions, we may expect that G3
and G4 will lead to somewhat reduced hurricane numbers relative to rcp45. The rcp45 ensemble does indeed lead to higher
numbers of Katrinas with the GEV model than do G3 and G4
(Fig. 3) between 2020 and 2070, because both MDR and global
temperatures are warmer than under G3 and G4. However, the
difference is rather small and not outside the confidence interval,
except for the combined G3 & G4 ensemble. Larger numbers of
Katrinas are present throughout the 2020–2070 geoengineering
interval compared with the present day, except for the G3 scenario driven by MDR temperatures. The difference in numbers
of Katrinas according to the combined ensemble under geoengineering compared with the RCP4.5 is about a factor of 2, is
similar for all three temperature metrics modeled, and may be
said to be marginally significant (around P = 0.1).
In a geoengineered climate, the teleconnection patterns that
are useful statistical indicators of hurricanes (e.g., 5, 6, 18) are
likely to be altered as the long-wave greenhouse gas and short-wave
aerosol radiative forcing patterns produce changes in latitudinal,
seasonal, diurnal, terrestrial, and oceanic heating patterns (19).
These teleconnections are implicit in the GEV model relationships
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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Fig. 2. Mean surface air temperature anomalies during 2050–2069 simulated under G3: an ensemble consisting of BNU-ESM (42), HadGEM2-ES (43), and IPSLCM5A-LR (44) models (Methods) (A); G4: an ensemble consisting of BNU-ESM, CanESM2 (45), CISRO-Mk3L (46), GISS-E2-R (47), HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM (48),
and MIROC-ESM-CHEM (48) models (B); rcp45: an ensemble consisting of the eight different models that ran G3 or G4 (C); and the combined G3&G4 ensemble
of the 10 model simulations of G3 and G4 (D). Anomalies are relative to the baseline rcp45 climate state between 2010 and 2029. The MDR is marked by a
black rectangle. Stippling indicates where fewer than six of eight rcp45, two of three G3, five of seven G4, or seven of 10 combined G3&G4 climate simulations
agree on the sign of the change. Figs. S1 and S2 show each model’s anomalies.

Fig. 3. Number of Katrina-magnitude surge events per decade (B) under
the projected changes in temperatures under the G3 (Top), G4 (Middle), and
combined G3&G4 (Bottom) geoengineering ensembles and with the same
models running the RCP4.5 forcing scenarios shown by the temperatures in
A. The vertical dashed lines indicate the period 2020–2070 during which the
geoengineering is applied. Solid lines indicate results under geoengineering,
and dashed lines indicate results under RCP4.5; blue lines show the projection using the full spatial-gridded temperatures and confidence interval
(5–16–84–95%); and red and black lines show the projections using only MDR
and global average surface temperature, respectively. Figs. S3 and S4 show
individual model simulations.

for globally gridded observations of past temperature (Fig. 1) that
Grinsted et al. (7) found to be the best predictor of hurricanes.
Recent work (14) suggests that other factors, such as stratospheric
ozone depletion due to the presence of substantial stratospheric
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), may already be playing a role in
hurricane formation. Although CFC concentrations are decreasing,
they will remain significant until about 2060, and stratospheric
sulfate injections, while they are present, would exacerbate ozone
depletion (20). Hence, some doubt must be attached to the gridded
temperature predictor model.
One clear teleconnection pattern for ak is with Amazonian
temperatures (Fig. 1). The outflow of the Amazon and Orinoco
Rivers mixes with surface waters of the tropical Atlantic, such
that 68% of the largest category hurricanes pass over the plume
(21). This freshwater plume inhibits the mixing of colder water
beneath the surface and raises surface ocean temperatures, thus
generally increasing hurricane intensity and likelihood. Precipitation in rcp45, G3, and G4 is slightly reduced by about 2% over
the Amazon in the GeoMIP model simulations, which is not
significant, so the freshwater plume is unlikely to be substantially
different in the future scenarios studied here. A second clear
pattern associated with the extreme event end of the hurricane
distribution is the negative correlation with western Pacific temperatures associated with the ENSO hurricane pattern (5) governed
by Rossby waves generated over the Pacific. There is, however, a
general positive correlation between warming tropics and numbers
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1510530112

of smaller storm surges, as indicated by the maps for as and aμ
(Fig. 1). The ability of climate models to simulate ENSO variability
is improving, but predicting its response to warming still remains
relatively uncertain (22). The linkage with arid region conditions
has been noted for the African Sahel, likely through dust affecting
Atlantic surface isolation by both direct aerosol effect and indirect
aerosol effects changing cloud cover (23, 24). The other arid regions may be simply covarying with North African conditions or
indicating the widespread importance of dust effects on climate. If
the tropical Atlantic MDR could be preferentially cooled, damage
from hurricanes may well be reduced.
The explosive volcanic eruptions of Katmai (Alaska, June
1912) and El Chichon (Mexico, April 1982) preferentially loaded
the Northern Hemisphere with aerosol, and they were followed
by the least active hurricane season on record in 1914 and the
least active hurricane season in the satellite observation period in
1983 [HURDAT2 (25)]. These observations suggest that injecting
stratospheric aerosols into the Northern Hemisphere may mitigate
Atlantic hurricanes. Haywood et al. (26) used the HadGEM2-ES
model to simulate injection of 5 teragrams (Tg) of SO2 per year
(as for G4) into only the Northern Hemisphere stratosphere. Previous modeling on the impacts of volcanic eruptions suggests that
the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITZC) moves away from the
cooler hemisphere (24), shifting the African monsoon circulation
and, crucially in the HadGEM2-ES Northern Hemisphere geoengineering simulation, the precipitation of the water-stressed
Sahel region. The southward shift of the ITCZ would likely also
affect runoff in Amazonia, altering ocean mixing of cold water
to the surface in the tropical Atlantic, as described previously.
Stratospheric aerosol geoengineering results in a longer westerly
phase of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) (27), and with

Fig. 4. (Top) Storm surge return periods from daily tide gauge data at
Atlantic City (A) and Pensacola (C) since 1911 and 1923 divided into globally
relatively warm (red) and cool (blue) years, along with their 16–84% confidence ranges [shaded bands based on the Jeffreys interval estimator (49)].
(Bottom) Return period ranges at 2070 under RCP4.5 (red) and G4 (blue) for
Atlantic City (B) and Pensacola (D) relative to mean sea level over 1990–2010.
Return levels at 2070 were estimated taking into account local land subsidence, plus the 50th percentile rises forecast at the tide gauge sites for 2070
estimated under RCP4.5 (18) or G4 (4). The differences between global (MDR)
warm and cold year mean temperatures over the historical period are 0.42 °C
(0.37 °C) from observations (38) and 0.37 °C (0.31 °C) from the models used
here (legend for Fig. 2). This difference compares with simulations of the
global (MDR) temperature differences in the years 2020–2070 between rcp45
and the G4 ensembles of 0.56 °C (0.37 °C).
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Conclusions
An arguably realistic formulation of geoengineering by sulfate
aerosol injection does cause tropical Atlantic temperatures to
rise more slowly than without geoengineering. For hurricanes,
this relative cooling is a key determining factor for both frequency and intensity because, according to the GEV model (7),
both rise very quickly with warming temperatures. Alternative
estimates of tropical storm intensity, such as genesis potential,
tend to show much smaller trends with temperature (15). Earth
system model results based on these measures depend on model
convection scheme parameterizations and appropriate selections
of representative levels in both atmosphere and ocean (15).
Additionally, across-model scatter for stratospheric aerosol
simulations is increased because of the different ways in which
models handle atmospheric chemistry and how that interacts
with their physical convection schemes. Preliminary investigation
of potential intensity and genesis potential under the GeoMIP
scenarios indicates considerable across-model differences and large
temporal variability with, as yet, no consistent pattern emerging of
the geoengineering response.
GEV model simulations using temperatures from three earth
system models of aerosol injection under G3 show that Katrinalevel storms may be kept at frequencies similar to the present by
geoengineering, although confidence intervals overlap with results from rcp45. G4-simulated temperatures lead to relatively
small (50%) and marginally significant changes in Katrina-level
events relative to the situation without geoengineering. Damage
to coastal infrastructure, however, will likely be dramatically
reduced (by halving flood levels) under a G4 scenario rather than
simply following RCP4.5. The 5 Tg of SO2 per year specified in
G4 approximates to the equivalent of a 1991 Mount Pinatubo
volcanic eruption every 4 y (32). G3 ramps up the sulfate injection,
so by 2069, about twice this amount needs to be put into the
stratosphere (e.g., 9.8 Tg for the BNU-ESM), depending on the
sensitivity of the particular model to stratospheric sulfate aerosols. As levels of SO2 injections increase, particles coagulate
more and fall out of the stratosphere more quickly (33), suggesting
sublinear effectiveness of aerosol loading. It is doubtful whether
aerosol injection can be done in sufficient quantities to balance
radiative forcing from, for example, the RCP8.5 greenhouse gas
emission scenario (34). Furthermore, sulfate aerosol geoengineering
would affect stratospheric chemistry (20), potentially complicating
the simple temperature dependencies modeled here (14). In
Moore et al.

considering a geoengineered world, it is also important to remember that the alternative is likely to be one with high CO2
concentrations rather than a preindustrial climate. In both highCO2 and geoengineered worlds, regional differences in climate
would likely be larger than today (9, 16, 35), but the extent of
regional differences exacerbated by greenhouse gas forcing could
potentially be moderated with geoengineering. Targeting the
northern tropical stratosphere, while preferentially cooling the
tropical Atlantic and lowering hurricane risk, would, however,
also likely cause shifts in the ITCZ, exacerbating drought conditions
in the Sahel (26).
Geoengineering by global stratospheric sulfate injection appears
to ameliorate Atlantic hurricanes, and additionally mitigates
coastal flooding via reduced rates of sea level rise. However,
model results suggest this reduced flood risk could require rather
large sulfate injections (G3 simulations suggest the equivalent of
a Pinatubo eruption every 2 y) by 2070 even under the modest
RCP4.5 scenario. Even this extreme level of aerosol injection will not
return the world to 20th century levels of hurricane risk. Hence,
we conclude from our results that unless better storm surge
protection measures are made, there will be considerable increases in damage to the coastal infrastructure through the
21st century.
Methods
The storm surge index is defined as the multiple tide gauge station daily
maximum of deseasonalized squared day-to-day differences in sea level (3).
This index is designed to be sensitive to (i) large-scale sea level disturbances
rather than local flood levels, which depend strongly on coastal geometry,
and (ii) the slower large-scale ocean swells associated with the hurricane
surge. Normalization by Hurricane Katrina was criticized (36) because tide
gauges may be located far away from landfall locations, but the surge index
does primarily respond to intense land-falling cyclones (3, 37). We emphasize that a storm surge of this magnitude will have very variable impacts
depending on where it makes landfall and what levels of flood protection
are in place, and that the storm surge index is not a proxy for wind speed but
for the coastal surge threat.
GEV Parameter Estimation. Grinsted et al. (7) estimated the six unknown
parameters in Eq. 1 and their confidence intervals using Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods to examine the likelihood density of the parameter
space. We use the historical record of storm surges (3), with the observed
surface temperatures (38) as the predictor, T, in Eq. 1 to produce the map of
GEV temperature coefficients (Fig. 1). For global and MDR temperatures, the
estimated parameters are all significantly different from zero, but when
using gridded temperatures, only relatively small regions have a clearly
defined impact on Atlantic surge index (Fig. 1); that is, most regional temperatures are much worse predictors of hurricanes than global mean temperatures. This behavior is consistent with several known teleconnection
patterns (5, 6, 18) related to Atlantic hurricanes.
Climate Model Forcing Setup. We make use of the G3 and G4 GeoMIP solar
radiation management scenarios (39). G3 and G4 specify an injection of
sulfate aerosol into the tropical lower stratosphere (altitude of 16–25 km)
that either balances increases in greenhouse gas-induced radiative forcing
specified by the RCP4.5 scenario (G3) or envisages a constant injection rate
of 5 Tg of SO2 per year (G4). Both experiments run geoengineering for 50 y
starting in 2020. Following cessation of geoengineering in 2069, the scenarios
run for a further 20 y to provide information on the so-called “termination
effect” (40). We analyzed three models that have completed the G3 experiment and seven models simulating G4; eight models have run at least
one of them, and 10 simulations were done in total. The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) experiment rcp45, which is the future
climate state forced by the RCP4.5 (41), is the reference climate we use for
comparison. The G3 and G4 scenarios begin in 2020, and so we use the CMIP5
historical and rcp45 model runs to produce continuous time series of climate
change from 1850 to 2090. For each of the three model ensembles (i.e., G3, G4,
G3&G4; as listed in the legend for Fig. 2), we also create corresponding
ensembles containing the same model simulations of historical and rcp45.
Because climate has not been, and will not be, stationary, we need to select
a reference period that is long enough for reliable climatology but still
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sufficient injection magnitude, a locking of the QBO in its
westerly phase, which are effects not included in the hemispheric
geoengineering simulation (26). The westerly phase is characterized
by stronger poleward aerosol transport (28, 29). Moreover, local
heating of aerosols enhances cross-hemispheric aerosol transport
(30); aerosols from the 1982 El Chichon eruption were observed
in Antarctica (31). Hence, whether stratospheric sulfate aerosol
geoengineering can be isolated to a single hemisphere is, at
present, inconclusive.
The GEV relations found for the global mean and the MDR
temperature are almost as good predictors as the gridded
temperatures (7). Formation of hurricanes is complex (1, 11–15),
but because they form in the tropical Atlantic, conditions there
(especially sea surface temperatures) are the most proximate
factor in hurricane variability. Hence, the MDR temperature is
perhaps the most robust indicator of the hurricane probability
distribution in a geoengineered world. Fig. 3 shows that the
MDR temperature signal changes less than global temperatures
in both rcp45 and the geoengineering ensemble, but this lack of
sensitivity also means that the tropical Atlantic is one of the regions
least affected by global stratospheric aerosol geoengineering. Nevertheless, a rise in Katrina event likelihood is predicted under both
the RCP4.5 and geoengineering scenarios compared with
the present.

leaves significant climate change under the RCP4.5 by 2070; hence, we use
the 2010–2029 interval as our reference climate.
Other model fields, such as precipitation under G3 and G4, show much less
significant regional differences than do temperature anomalies (16, 35).
Furthermore, under geoengineering, there are smaller changes in precipitation
compared with preindustrial precipitation than under purely greenhouse gas
forcing (8, 16); this effect is related to much smaller temperature-driven
feedbacks in the climate system under geoengineering than under pure
greenhouse gas forcing (19). These smaller feedbacks would imply that a
geoengineered high-CO2 world may be closer to our present climate than a
purely greenhouse gas-forced world in terms of hurricane frequency, which
is, of course, one potential objective of geoengineering; hence, the GEV model
parameters or the surge threat found from the historical period are as plausible in G3 and G4 as they are under the RCP4.5.
We also examined daily two- to six-bandpass filtered sea level pressure
variability, wind shear, thermodynamic potential intensity, and genesis
potential (14, 15) over the MDR region in earth system model output for
changes that could characterize changes in cyclone activity. We found no
significant differences, which may perhaps be expected, given the

relatively low resolution (≈200 km) of the models compared with tropical
cyclones.
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SI Results
We show results in Figs. S1 and S2 of temperature anomalies
under G3 and G4 relative to the baseline rcp45 climate based on
the individual models listed in Fig. 2. Figs. S3 and S4 show in-

dividual GEV model simulations for G3 and G4 forced by
temperature output from the models separately. Results for
eight other tide gauge locations analogous to Fig. 4 are shown in
Fig. S5.

Fig. S1. Individual model simulations for surface air temperature anomalies under G3 during 2050–2069 relative to the baseline rcp45 climate state between
2010 and 2029; the MDR is marked by a black rectangle.
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Fig. S2. Individual model simulations for surface air temperature anomalies under G4, during 2050–2069 relative to the baseline rcp45 climate state between
2010 and 2029; the MDR is marked by a black rectangle.
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Fig. S3. Individual model earth system model-derived numbers of Katrina-magnitude surge events per decade (B) under the projected changes in temperatures modeled with the G3 (Bottom) geoengineering simulations and the RCP4.5 forcing scenarios shown by the temperatures in A. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the period 2020–2070 during which the geoengineering is applied. Solid lines indicate results under geoengineering, and dashed lines indicate results
under RCP4.5; blue lines show the projection using the full spatial-gridded temperatures and confidence interval (5–16–84–95%); and red and black show the
projections using only MDR and global average surface temperature, respectively.
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2050 Year

Same as in Fig. S3B, but for G4 models.
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Fig. S5. Same as for Fig. 4, but for eight other cities with long-duration tide gauge data. (Top) For each city, the plot shows storm surge return periods from
daily tide gauge data divided into globally relatively warm (red) and cool (blue) years, along with their 16–84% confidence ranges (shaded bands). (Bottom) For
each city, the plot shows return period ranges at 2070 under RCP4.5 (red) and G4 (blue) relative to mean sea level over 1990–2010. Return levels at 2070 were
estimated taking into account local land subsidence, plus the 50th percentile rises forecast at each tide gauge site for 2070 under RCP4.5 (18) or G4 (4).
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